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By Paul Boomsma

As global wealth has continued to increase over time, so too has the demand for luxury properties.

While the affluent have always loved luxury real estate, the period between the early 1970s and now has seen a
dramatic increase in the number of high-net-worth individuals with a seemingly insatiable appetite for, interest in
and an overall cultural focus on real estate.

As their ability to invest in such lifestyle-forward discretionary purchases has increased, the instances of properties
priced at $1 million or more has surged unlike anything we have seen in the past.

Market talk
While the Great Recession resulted in a temporary dip in this trend in the late-2000s, consumers quickly gained
confidence in the market, with investors and those with means rushing back into real estate, often leveraging their
position with all-cash purchases.

Real estate developers happily met this demand by quickly returning to building, particularly in high-net-worth
markets such as Hong Kong, London and New York.

As a result, the high end of the market led the recovery of real estate, with what some may say was a frenzied,
overhyped return.

At the same time, we began to see the global economy have an impact on the luxury market, as global wealth
became more widespread and economies such as China produced significant real estate investors.

The strength and diversification opportunities represented by the global economy have influenced the confidence
levels of high-net-worth individuals.

In fact, contemporary affluent individuals have exceptional confidence, particularly about their own personal wealth
and their ability to maintain it.

This confidence is something we did not see just a few years ago and is very good for the real estate market, in
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general.

Unique moment in time
Strong, confident and savvy world travelers are also very educated on the ways of the world and extremely sensitive
to the impact of global events.

For example, they understand innately that economic change such as Brexit, unrest such as the refugee crisis and
uncertainty such as the United States presidential election affect the global economy. They keep their fingers on the
pulse and are ready to turn on a dime if needed.
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It is  in this landscape that the global luxury real estate market faces a unique moment in time, as the post-recession
frenzy has begun to settle or correct.

In fact, in most global real estate markets today, we see a very healthy environment, with solid levels of inventory
and a return to realistic absorption rates or the amount of time it should take to sell a property based on the price and
the amount of inventory in that market.

Honest conversation is critical
Top luxury real estate agents understand the more measured pace of a healthy market, and the best ones will ensure
that their clients get it, too.

For home owners wondering why their home is not home selling, it is  critical to have an in-depth conversation with
the agent about what the likely market for the property may be.

The best agents consider many factors when creating a customized marketing plan and recommending how to
price it appropriately including the interests and lifestyle of a potential buyer, where they may be coming from and
how to reach them and the absorption rate for a significant property in the market.

Often, depending on the price and inventory, a realistic sales period could be one, two or three years for properties
in the top 10 percent of the market.

NAVIGATING THE SALE of a luxury property is a sophisticated process.

Working with a highly qualified agent to better understand affluent consumers and the potential pool of buyers,
locally and globally, and partnering to create a well-developed marketing plan and direct course of action is the best
bet to successfully market and sell a significant property in the current complicated luxury real estate world.

Paul Boomsma is president of Luxury Portfolio International and chief operating officer of Leading Real Estate
Companies of the World, Chicago. Reach him at pboomsma@luxuryportfolio.com.
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1. Bradley Hayden says:

August 24, 2016 at 4:32 pm
San Francisco Bay Area is still a real estate bargain. Compare $10K per square foot in Kong Kong to $1,000 in San Francisco.
You can get an ocean view golf course home in the gated community of Ocean Colony next to the Ritz -Carlton in Half Moon
Bay for less than $600 psf
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